Publication of statistics on early years providers and places
and inspection outcomes – Ofsted consultation response
The Professional Association for Childcare and Early Years represents 35,000 childcare
professionals in England and Wales, including childminders, nannies and nursery workers.
We promote best practice and support all of our members to provide the highest standards
of care and learning to children.
PACEY is happy for Ofsted to consider publishing the views outlined in this consultation
response.
1. We are considering changing the frequency of the two early years official statistics
releases to produce three releases per year. (1 January – 31 March, 1 April – 31 August,
1 September – 31 December). Would this number of releases be sufficient to meet your
needs?
Yes.
PACEY's most regular use of Ofsted statistics is to measure trends on scales of a year or
more, so reducing the frequency of the releases to three per year would still meet our needs.
2. We are considering joining the two early years official statistics publications together.
Do you think this will improve the way we report on early years?
Yes.
The effect of combining the two publications into one could improve Ofsted's early years
reporting, provided all of the relevant information is still presented clearly with an
appropriate level of detail.
3. In the Registered childcare providers and places in England release, we would like to
simplify the reporting on the early years and childcare registers. Do you agree that
removing the register combination data would simplify how we report on this
information and make it more user-friendly?
No.
PACEY does not agree that removing the register combination data would simplify the
report effectively enough to justify the removal of often useful information about those
combinations.
For example, the number of childcare premises on non-domestic settings which exclusively
provide early years care would no longer be visible; this data provides an insight into the
number of those settings which are focusing on either early or later years, or both, over
time.
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4. For the Registered childcare providers and places in England release, do you agree with
removing the monthly breakdown reporting to focus on the register at the end of each
reporting period?
No.
PACEY does not believe that changing the scale of the breakdowns from monthly to fourmonthly will simplify the reporting of the register data. Increasing the scale of the reports in
this way will also reduce the opportunity to analyse monthly fluctuations in provider
numbers, which can be used to identify the immediate impact of changes to childcare
providers’ business and regulatory environment.
5. In the Registered childcare providers and places in England release, do you agree with
modifying charts 1–3 by removing the childminder information to report on childcare
provision only?
No.
Ofsted’s childcare provider statistics are the only widely available and reliable public
reporting of this important data, so to no longer report on independent childminder leavers,
joiners and long-term trends (who make up two-thirds of the Ofsted-registered providers in
England) seems to be mistaken, particularly during this period of change in the
childminding profession.
As the organisation representing more than two-thirds of Ofsted-registered childminders,
PACEY therefore disagrees strongly with this proposal, on a number of grounds:
Independent childminders still require measurement
The fact that childminder agencies are now allowed to exist should have no bearing on
Ofsted’s reporting of independent, Ofsted-registered childminders. The object of these
reports are to measure the trends of those providers registered with Ofsted, not the total; if
measuring the number in total was the object, then measuring the number of home-based
childcarers like nannies (who are not legally obliged to register with Ofsted) would also be
classed as “unreliable”.
It should be noted also that local authorities use this data in conjunction with the inspection
outcomes statistics to manage their duty to ensure local childcare sufficiency, and to target
resources to the local areas with higher numbers of “requires” improvement childminders.
Removing independent childminders from the release would therefore place an additional
burden on those authorities to access this information.
Risk of overestimating the impact of childminder agencies
Although the childminder agency registration process has been open since the start of
September 2014, PACEY is aware that only a small number of individuals and organisations
are currently undergoing registration. This is therefore unlikely to impact greatly on the
number of independent childminders, and is certainly not enough to justify the removal of
England’s 54,000 childminders from the statistics.
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Damage to childminder perceptions of Ofsted
Independent, Ofsted-registered childminders provide hundreds of thousands of childcare
places to families in England, are a key target group for the rollout of free childcare places
and the new system of support for children with SEND, and the Department for Education
have regularly stated their desire to increase the number of childminders.
This proposal runs counter to that message of support, and risks exacerbating the
perception amongst childminders that Ofsted does not support them as registered childcare
professionals, a perception not helped by recent comments by senior Ofsted officials on the
national stage.
Alternative proposals
These comments aside, PACEY recognises that there will be at least some impact on
childminder numbers from the agencies that will register with Ofsted in future. Instead of
removing the childminder trend reporting in Charts 1-3, we recommend that Ofsted
reference the introduction of agencies within the notes attached to the statistical release, so
any individual using the data will know the multiple routes to registration now available to
childminders in England.
More widely, PACEY would welcome Ofsted’s reporting to reflect the changing face of
childminder settings, beyond agencies. For example, Ofsted’s own data shows that the
number of childminding assistants has grown consistently for several years, to the extent
that it in fact offsets the perceived fall in number of individuals practising in childminder
settings:
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A decision to reflect this more nuanced picture of childminders in Ofsted’s national statistics
would be welcome, not least as a show of support for childminders’ excellent contribution to
this country’s early years landscape.
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6. To streamline the Early years and childcare registered providers inspections and
outcomes release, are you happy for the following tables and charts to be removed from
the summary file?
Table/chart Title
2
Inspection outcomes of early years
registered providers inspected (in
the quarter)

Remove from summary file?
No.
This data provides a useful insight into the
immediate impact of any past and future
changes to Ofsted inspection policy and
wider quality improvement measures.
However, if the related proposals to move
from a quarterly to 4-monthly reporting
cycle go ahead, it would be sensible to
provide the inspection outcomes data in
accordance with this.

3a

4a

4b

5

6

8

Overall effectiveness of active early
years registered providers at their
most recent inspection, by
provider type
Early years registered providers
complying with the requirements
of the Childcare Register at
inspections (in the quarter) by
provider type
Providers on the Childcare
Register only complying with the
requirements of the Childcare
Register at inspections (in the
quarter) by provider type
Early years registered providers
complying with the requirements
of the Childcare Register at their
most recent inspection by provider
type
Providers on the Childcare
Register only complying with the
requirements of the Childcare
Register at their most recent
inspection by provider type
Recommendations made at early
years registered inspections (in the
quarter) by the statutory
requirements of the Early Years
Register

Yes.
This data is easily available to access from
Table 3c.
No.
As mentioned in question 3 of this
document, PACEY believes Ofsted’s
statistics should report on the
combinations of different registers which
exist. However, tables 4a and 5 could be
combined into one Excel sheet, as could 4b
and 6, to categorise the sheets by type of
registration combination.

No.
This table provides a useful indicator of
inspector’s engagement with individual
settings.
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9a

9b

Early years registered providers
inspected when there were no
children on roll complying with the
requirements for registration (in
the quarter) by provider type

Active early years registered
providers inspected when there
were no children on roll complying
with the requirements of
registration at their most recent
inspection

10a

Overall effectiveness of early years
registered providers inspected (in
the quarter) by region and local
authority

Chart 1

Overall effectiveness of early years
registered providers inspected (in
the quarter)

Chart 2

Inspection judgements of early
years registered providers
inspected (in the quarter)

Chart 4

Inspection judgements of active
early years registered providers
inspected at their most recent
inspection by provider type

No.
Ofsted’s recent changes to their “no
children on roll” inspections process has
led to a larger number of childcare
providers (and particularly childminders)
receiving a Met/Not met grading.
PACEY does not object to these types of
inspections in principle, but has concerns
that those childcare providers with a Met
grade may be unfairly disadvantaged in
other areas of their environment linked to
their Ofsted grade, for example in the
quality supplements of local authorities’
early years education funding formulae.
PACEY will continue to raise these issues
separately with Ofsted, but this publicly
available data currently provides useful
evidence of the growing number of these
types of inspection.
No.
As with the other quarterly figures, PACEY
believes these provide “real-time” data into
the impact of changes to the childcare
policy environment. However, as in our
comments regarding table 2, it would make
sense to move the report from quarterly to
4-monthly (if the proposal to move the
reports themselves to this new cycle are
taken forward).
No.
PACEY believes these charts provide an
much-needed visualisation of the relative
performance of different types of childcare
provision and the local areas in which they
operate.
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7. For the Early years and childcare registered providers inspections and outcomes
release, we are considering changing the methodology for table 7 (‘Actions issued at
early years registered inspections’) to report on the most recent inspections since
September 2012, instead of the current method that reports on the latest inspection
quarter only. Are you happy with this change?
No.
Though PACEY welcomes the decision for Ofsted to report on the actions at inspection over
the whole national cycle from September 2012, we believe this information should be
provided as well as, not instead of, the quarterly data. However, as mentioned several times
in this response, if the decision to move to a four-monthly reporting period is taken it would
make sense to align the reporting cycles with this change going forward.
8. We are considering merging our current provider level files that report on inspections
and adding registration data to it. Are you happy with this change?
Yes.
As PACEY interacts with this data on the local authority level and upwards, this change will
have no impact on our use.
9. Are there any other ways we could improve the official statistical releases?
Overall, it is unclear to PACEY why Ofsted is seeking to reduce the amount of data it releases
on a regular basis to the outside world. Open and visible data management is a hallmark of
transparency, so it is worrying that Ofsted as an impartial inspectorate would wish to
reduce the transparency of their data management in this way. Many of the charts and
tables earmarked for removal within this consultation provide useful short- and longerterm information about the state of the Ofsted-registered childcare sector. As an
alternatively to reducing the amount of data Ofsted releases, we recommend that Ofsted
instead provide more comprehensive guidance to using the data, as well as any historical
changes to the inspection process which may affect the statistics over time.
It is particularly worrying that Ofsted are proposing the removal of the largest cohort of
individual childcare settings, childminders, from their trend reporting simply because of the
introduction of childminder agencies. Although the overall numbers will still be presented
within the release, PACEY believes that removing childminders from the statistics will
hinder the public assessment of their numbers, and importantly the impact of childminder
agencies themselves.
10. Do you have anything else you would like to add to this consultation?
PACEY would welcome any further discussion with Ofsted about their data-gathering and
presentation. For any queries on this consultation response, please contact
aaron.hunter@pacey.org.uk.
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